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German texts on familiar matters
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Credits: Five
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of a variety
of spoken German texts on familiar
matters.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate clear understanding of
a variety of spoken German texts on
familiar matters.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate thorough understanding
of a variety of spoken German texts on
familiar matters.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
Listen to THREE passages. You will hear EACH passage THREE times:
•
The first time, you will hear the passage as a whole.
•
The second and third times, you will hear the passage in sections, with a pause after each.
•
As you listen, you may make notes in the LISTENING NOTES boxes provided.
•
Before each passage begins, you will have 30 seconds per question to preview the questions.
•
At the end of each passage, you will have time to review your answers.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
Answer each question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or German. If you need more room
for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–15 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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FIRST PASSAGE: Ein YouTuhe-Star werdenlBecoming a YouTube star
Listen to an interview with Luca, who has his own Minecraft YouTube channel. euestion One is
based on this passage. Use the information you hear to answer the question in your choice of
English, te reo M5ori, and/or German. Turn the page to see all parts of the question, and extra
space for Listening Notes. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.
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derKanal
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channel

Autogramm
verfolgen
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to create
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QUESTION ONE

(b)

According to Luca, what makes Minecraft better than other games? Select evidence from

youI-asj[er.
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Question One continues
on page 5
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LISTENING NOTES
Section 3
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(c)

To what extent does Luca's fame affect him? Select evidenc,e from Section 3 of the passage

to suooort vour answer-

(d)

\Mat does he think is inappropriate to post on his channel, and why? Select evidence from
Section 4
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SECOND PASSAGE: Eine Dusche kann das totale Gtiicksern
A shower can be complete happiness
Listen to an interview with Christine ThUrmer, who previously worked as a consultant and is now
an outdoor enthusiast. Question Two is based on this passage. Use the information you hear to
answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. Turn the page to see
all parts of the question, and extra space for Listening Notes. You now have 30 seconds to read
the question.
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QUESTION TWO

(a)

What is Christine ThUrmer enjoying in Berlin during her break from hiking? Select evidence
from Section 1 of the passage to support your answer.

\S

*he cnlo$en-:
fracj ,Fneohg

The candidate should stick to the question which is simply asking "what is Christine enjoying in
Berlin". ... the last three lines of this response are not necessary.

(b)

Explain why she took up hiking. Select evidence from Sectio n Z of the passage to support
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Only the first four lines provide some evidence but it is very sketchy - a lot of detail has been
omitted and the only correct fact is that in 2003 she lost her job.
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LISTENING NOTES
Section 3
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\Sq-

q3

How does Christine plan, and manage money for her hikes? Select evidence from Section 3
of the passage to support your answer.

t

I

There is some valid detail here:
- Christine isn't very sporty so the hikes are planned like a business project
- the
hikes
cost
....hiking
1000make
Euro her feel?
(d)
How
does
Select evidence from Section 4 of the passage to support
- her books earn her money

o\-q)lR

There is some basic detail correct in this answer:
- she never feels anxious
- she likes being alone

German 91123,2017
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THIRD PASSAGE: Diskuss ionen sind hier normal
Discussions are normal here

ASSESSOR
USE ONLY

Listen to Lily, a sociology PhD student, talk about her
decision to study in Germany rather than in
her homeland of china. Question Three is.based on this p"s"g".
use ttre information you hear to
answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori,
and/or German. Turn the page to see
all parts of the question, and extra space-for Listening Notes. you
now have 30 seconds to read
the question.

Glossed vocabulary
deutlicher
unterscheiden
gleichberechtigt

clearer

hinterfragen
die Vorlesung

to differ
equal

to question
lecture

LISTENING NOTES
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QUESTION THREE

ASSESSOR'S

(a) What factors influenced Lily's decision to go to Germany? Select evidence from Section
the

USE ONLY

1

r answer.
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Correct information given about the German
teacher and the school books.
(b)

According to Lily, what are the differences between studying in china and studying in
ermanv? Select
to support your answer.
ans
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Some valid information given;
- discussions are normal in Germany
Question Three continues
- in China there is a strict timetable and no (little) freedomon page 13
- there are projects in Germany
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LISTENING NOTES
Section 3
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(c)

Do you think Lily will stay in Gennany, or go back to China? Explain your reasoning. Select
evlqence from gection 3 of the passage to

Little valid information given except for the
fact that Heidelberg is now her home.
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Annotation

The candidate demonstrates understanding of the spoken text and
conveys the general meaning – the information is largely correct.
1

A4

However, the question in (d) is not answered: what he thinks is
inappropriate to post on his channel.
The candidate’s answers about Ms Thürmer’s outdoor lifestyle are

2

A3

correct but very brief. There is little supporting detail or evidence and a
lot of relevant information has been omitted.
This answer provides enough evidence towards A4 because a range of

3

	
  

A4

valid information is covered, showing the general meaning of the text.

